EQUITY, DIVERSITY & INCLUSION SUMMIT
CROWDSOURCE 25-10 IDEAS FOR ACTION

Learn more about the EDI Summit and the Crowdsoure 25-10 activity at olis-ri.libguides.com/EDI/summit

01 ASSIGN
a staff person to be responsible for liaising with specific community organizations about library services & programs.

02 PLAN
staff development workshops on topics discussed today from basic understanding of inclusive language and more detailed workshops based on role at library

03 PARTNER
with outside diverse organizations to provide more CE programming for library staff.

04 ADD
a Diversity Badge to my elementary school Reading Badge program, such as “Read 3 books about a culture different from your own” to earn badge.

05 CHANGE
bathroom signage to gender-neutral

06 SET UP
displays and highlight multi-languages, promote non-white literature.

07 HIGHLIGHT
authors of diverse backgrounds on our endcaps to expose our community to new viewpoints.

08 COLLECT
own voices materials.

09 EVALUATE
the collection for more inclusive material and materials which no longer serve (i.e. work on diversifying the collection).

10 REVIEW
interview questions for neutrality.

11 HOST
diverse programming with community partners who are experts in their fields/community.